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Abstract 

A growing concern in educational institutions is the lack of a unified collegial effort 

to address issues pertaining to discrimination. The Swedish National Agency of 

Education (SNAE) has released several reports and articles this past decade (2009, 

2010, 2016), in which no significant improvement has been observed in schools with 

regard to discrimination pertaining to race, gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation and 

disability. An important finding illustrated in all reports is that norms are the cardinal 

reason behind all discriminating conduct. Consequently, to address this problem, 

SNAE suggests that a norm-critical perspective should be implemented in order to 

hamper and change such behaviours (101). A core problem, however, is that not all 

syllabi provide specific examples of how teachers can work with norms in the 

classroom. Significantly, however, literature has shown to be a valuable gateway to 

norm-criticism as it provides students with the opportunity to critically assess 

problems presented in novels with a certain detachment; promoting a more objective 

attitude and thus a deeper understanding of their own real-life situations (Rosenblatt 

47).  Thus, the aim of this thesis is to provide English teachers with a more concrete 

point of departure in the discussion of norms by the use of literature, namely Charlotte 

Brontë’s novel Jane Eyre (1847). More specifically, this essay critically examines the 

notions of heteronormativity, gender and ableism to illustrate how hetero-norms, 

gender-norms and disability-norms are both subverted and challenged in Jane Eyre, 

often in unexpected ways. The concepts of the ‘male gaze’ and the ‘Other’ are 

introduced, to demonstrate how this novel may be approached norm-critically in the 

ambition to avert discriminatory behaviour. To exemplify how the reading of each 

concept may have positive implications in teaching, I demonstrate how a fusion of 

norm-critical pedagogy, critical literacy pedagogy and reader-response theory can be 

fruitful to foster critical thinking. 

Keywords: Ableism; Male gaze; Norm-critical pedagogy; Crip theory; Gender 
studies; Heteronormativity; The ‘Other’; Disability studies 
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Introduction 

“When boys push or tease or hit us, teachers say that they are in love with us. It is 

something we must endure” [my translation] is the quote that has inspired this thesis 

(Skolinspektion 19) . This is one example of the naturalisation of abusive behaviour 1

in school settings. Teachers continue to trivialise problems coupled with such attitudes 

and the situation will only exacerbate unless precautionary measures are taken. The 

ways in which the aforementioned approach can be problematic is self-explanatory: 

girls are taught from a young age to be submissive and as a result foster a tendency to 

engage in abusive relationships later on in life. Indeed, interesting questions that 

remain to be elucidated are, according to professor Solveig Hägglund, the social and 

cultural mechanisms that contribute to the normalisation of violations, violence and 

exclusion (qtd in Skolverket 26) . We need to learn more about how children’s 2

perceptions and values develop and are maintained together with others during school 

years. Hägglund problematises how bullying and offensive treatment is often seen as 

an inevitable part of everyday school life; violations are normalised in peer groups 

and thereby become ‘banal’ (qtd, in Skolverket 26). In fact, in 2010, the school 

inspectorate in Sweden released a report on schools’ qualitative work and measures 

with respect to the prevention and tackling of abusive behaviour and harassment 

(Skolinspektion 5). The report was a response to two laws that were founded with the 

common purpose of protecting children and students against discrimination: the 

 https://www.skolinspektionen.se/globalassets/publikationssok/granskningsrapporter/1

kvalitetsgranskningar/2010/trakasserier/slutrapport-skolors-arbete-vid-trakasserier-och-krankande-
behandling.pdf

 https://kvutis.se/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/diskriminerad-trakasserad-krankt.pdf2

https://kvutis.se/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/diskriminerad-trakasserad-krankt.pdf
https://www.skolinspektionen.se/globalassets/publikationssok/granskningsrapporter/kvalitetsgranskningar/2010/trakasserier/slutrapport-skolors-arbete-vid-trakasserier-och-krankande-behandling.pdf
https://www.skolinspektionen.se/globalassets/publikationssok/granskningsrapporter/kvalitetsgranskningar/2010/trakasserier/slutrapport-skolors-arbete-vid-trakasserier-och-krankande-behandling.pdf
https://www.skolinspektionen.se/globalassets/publikationssok/granskningsrapporter/kvalitetsgranskningar/2010/trakasserier/slutrapport-skolors-arbete-vid-trakasserier-och-krankande-behandling.pdf
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Education Act, and certain segments of the Discrimination Act relating to the 

educational sphere (Skolinspektion 13).  

The findings revealed not only that discriminatory behaviour was deeply 

ingrained in all audited schools, but also that the harassment of students was 

occasionally initiated by adults. Additionally, offensive treatment was downplayed 

and students were even unfamiliar with the laws revolving around discriminatory 

behaviour (Skolinspektion 16). It is therefore imperative that the aforementioned 

issues are dealt with in order to manage as well as to put a stop to the ideologies that 

feed such derogatory demeanours. Thus, I consider it of essence that teachers, and not 

solely students, interrogate the values and ideals they are carriers of and wish to 

entrust to future generations. Ultimately, the report unveiled that the underlying 

mechanism that fuels such discriminatory behaviour originates from norms 

(Skolinspektion 27). Indeed, norms may contribute to oppression as well as the 

consolidation of power structures and hierarchies that ultimately lead to exclusion, 

discrimination and offensive treatment, such as violence (Skolverket 1) . Skolverket’s 3

report notes that there are a combination of reasons for which someone might fail to 

live up to set norms. These reasons can be attributed to the grounds of discrimination: 

religion, ethnicity, disability, gender and sexual orientation (32) . For example, the 4

underlying norm that allows the oppression of LGBT people—heteronormativity—is 

not questioned but taken as the default sexual orientation (qtd. in Skolverket 28) . 5

Clearly, reducing discriminatory behaviours requires each teacher and student to 

examine the values and ideals they bear, as an awareness of the norms and attitudes 

that are mediated in school can help prevent the exclusion of certain groups of 

individuals (Skolinspektion 27).  

 For more information , see here https://www.skolverket.se/download/3

18.653ebcff16519dc12ef362/1539586793376/Normer-normmedvetenhet-och-normkritik.pdf 

 For more information: https://kvutis.se/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/diskriminerad-trakasserad-4

krankt.pdf 

 For more information: https://kvutis.se/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/diskriminerad-trakasserad-5

krankt.pdf 

https://www.skolverket.se/download/18.653ebcff16519dc12ef362/1539586793376/Normer-normmedvetenhet-och-normkritik.pdf
https://www.skolverket.se/download/18.653ebcff16519dc12ef362/1539586793376/Normer-normmedvetenhet-och-normkritik.pdf
https://kvutis.se/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/diskriminerad-trakasserad-krankt.pdf
https://kvutis.se/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/diskriminerad-trakasserad-krankt.pdf
https://kvutis.se/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/diskriminerad-trakasserad-krankt.pdf
https://kvutis.se/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/diskriminerad-trakasserad-krankt.pdf
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Given that pupils’ safety in schools is a crucial condition not only for their 

physical well-being but for their knowledge development and learning, Skolverket 

deems that it is of uttermost importance that teachers employ norm-critical pedagogy 

as a core element in the effective action against discrimination (101) . Indeed, raising 6

awareness about norms should be a critical aspect of the daily pedagogical work 

related to the school’s democratic mission (Skolverket 1) . 7

The inviolability of human life, individual freedom and integrity, the 
equal value of all people, equality between women and men, and 
solidarity between people are the values that the education should 
represent and impart. (Skolverket 4) 

Skolverket clearly stipulates that within school grounds, individuals should not be 

exposed to discrimination as a consequence of their gender, ethnicity, religion, sexual 

orientation or impairment, and that any inclinations towards discriminatory behaviour 

or undignified treatment towards others should be actively opposed and tackled 

(Skolverket 4). 

However, not all syllabi in Skolverket outline explicitly how teachers can 

apply norm-critical perspectives; this is also true for the English subject. Indeed, 

Quennerstedt, a professor of pedagogy, points out that human and children’s rights are 

mostly dealt with in the subject of social studies (12). Yet the ways in which norms 

can be implemented in class contexts should be made more concrete in all syllabi. In 

fact, in a recent publication, the Swedish inspectorate maintains that staff need to 

critically reflect on the values and norms that are conveyed in the school environment 

at all times; it is only when staff discuss and critically review their own norms and 

values with each other and together with students that active work against 

discrimination can seriously permeate all activities in school (Skolinspektion 27). 

Unfortunately, a substantial amount of students in different schools disclosed that 

working with norms and values is something separate from the school’s activities in 

general “it is only in the life skills subject we talk about that kind of stuff. Then we 

 https://kvutis.se/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/diskriminerad-trakasserad-krankt.pdf6

 For more information , see here https://www.skolverket.se/download/7

18.653ebcff16519dc12ef362/1539586793376/Normer-normmedvetenhet-och-normkritik.pdf 

https://kvutis.se/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/diskriminerad-trakasserad-krankt.pdf
https://www.skolverket.se/download/18.653ebcff16519dc12ef362/1539586793376/Normer-normmedvetenhet-och-normkritik.pdf
https://www.skolverket.se/download/18.653ebcff16519dc12ef362/1539586793376/Normer-normmedvetenhet-och-normkritik.pdf
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continue as usual,” they confess (Skolinspektion 26). Taking as its point of departure 

the need to make norm criticism more concrete in the English subject as well, the 

purpose of this thesis is to show how a queer- and crip reading of Jane Eyre can help 

teachers lead a discussion about norms in the context of the English classroom. 

Aim 
On the assumption that the implementation of norm-critical pedagogy is crucial to 

combat discrimination, this essay wishes to help teachers approach critical thinking 

by the questioning of norms. The essay analyses ways in which norms can be 

addressed in the classroom and via an example, exemplify how teachers can discuss 

the implications of ableist and queer ideologies. The essay maintains that a norm-

critical pedagogy is imperative in order to avert discriminatory behaviour in 

educational practices, and that a particularly good book to use is Charlotte Brontë’s 

novel, Jane Eyre (1847). The analysis examines how norms with regards to 

heterosexuality, gender and disability are challenged and subverted in the novel by the 

use of the concepts of heteronormativity, the male gaze and the ‘Other,’ respectively. I 

argue that: (1) the male gaze is performed by Jane (2) Jane displays homosexual 

desires and (3) heteronormative epiphanies are not necessarily able-bodied ones. Such 

discussions aim to raise awareness amongst students of how norms are in fact social 

constructs that necessitate a critical stance. 

Literature and Critical Thinking in the Classroom 
I have described above how, given the undeniable prevalence of discrimination in 

modern society, an important pedagogical objective should be to prevent, or at least 

nip in the bud, unwanted behaviour by understanding norms as the genesis that set 

these attitudes in motion. Children and students spend the majority of their time in 

school, rendering the teachers’ influence and school ethos of utmost importance with 

regards to the transfer of values and morals and the promotion of critical thinking. As 

Skolverket puts it, students should develop “the ability to critically examine and 
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assess what they see, hear and read in order to be able to discuss and take a view on 

different issues concerning life and values” (Skolverket 9) .  8

An effective way of helping students think critically about societal norms is 

through the reading and discussing of fiction in the classroom. Indeed, the relevance 

of the problematisation of normative ethics by means of literature is made explicit in 

the steering documents. The curriculum for upper secondary school encourages 

teachers to use fiction and other types of culture as teaching tools to enlighten 

students about human rights; thereby, allowing students to critically evaluate different 

issues concerning life and values (Skolverket 8). In fact, numerous scholars argue that 

critical literacy pedagogy is crucial to foreign language acquisition (Bobkina and 

Stefanova 677). However, although the notion of critical thinking has been recognised 

ever since the time of Socrates, it has only recently begun to gain popularity in 

academic curricula (Bobkina and Stefanova 680). Consequently, various definitions 

have been assigned to the concept; however, for the purpose of simplicity we will 

choose a fusion of two definitions that are most relevant and satisfy the aim of this 

paper. According to Fisher and Scriven (1997), critical thinking is the “skilled and 

active interpretation and evaluation of observations and communications, information 

and argumentation” (qtd. in Bobkina and Stefanova 680). Critical thought is also 

associated with the ability to decipher patterns and relations, to evaluate the validity 

of a statement and to create individual and innovative ideas (Terrance 2). 

Ghosn and many other scholars argue for the benefits of using literature in the 

teaching of a foreign language as it promotes not only creativity but, most 

importantly, critical thinking (qtd. in Bobkina and Stefanova 678). Indeed, Ghosn 

declares that literary texts have the possibility to alter language learners’ perspectives 

of the world (qtd. in Bobkina and Stefanova 678). Similarly, Langer stipulates that an 

engagement with literature can encourage students to reflect on matters that occur in 

their everyday environment, widening their prospects, and promoting an attitude in 

which they examine, construe, connect and inquire phenomena (qtd. in Bobkina and 

  More information on the syllabus can be attained from https://www.skolverket.se/8

getFile?file=2975.  

https://www.skolverket.se/getFile?file=2975
https://www.skolverket.se/getFile?file=2975
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Stefanova 678). This quality of literature as an instrument to enhance learners’ 

capabilities to critically evaluate and consider social difficulties is proving to be 

highly beneficial in today’s society (Bobkina and Stefanova 678). 

The reason this essay has chosen to focus on the cultivation of critical literacy 

skills is due to the fact that it permits learners to interpret material via a critical 

standpoint. In doing so, discrimination in schools can potentially be combated as 

students become more aware of their behavior and its implications on others. The 

notion of critical literacy pedagogy, which was coined by social critical theorists, 

involves a specific technique where students are asked to engage with texts in a 

reflective fashion. Via this approach, students are requested to ponder over social 

events and the impact they have on human relationships in attempts for them to obtain 

means that will allow them to critically examine established values and norms 

(Bobkina and Stefanova 683). In this way, students can attain a deeper understanding 

apropos of inequalities and corruption in human relationships (Bobkina and Stefanova 

683).  

Why Jane Eyre? 
This essay argues that Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre is particularly valuable as a point 

of departure for teaching norm-criticism, as it both stages and subverts 

heteronormativity, gender and ableism, often in surprising ways: Jane displays 

homosexual desires, heteronormative epiphanies in Jane Eyre are not necessarily 

able-bodied ones and the ‘male gaze’ is vastly performed by the protagonist Jane and 

not Rochester, in a way that paradoxically adheres to gender roles.  Jane Eyre was 

selected owing to the fact that it is still highly contemporary for discussions pertaining 

to discriminatory attitudes of society, despite being set in the early 1800s. The 

opening quote to this essay demonstrates the problems young girls and women still 

face; thus, a novel promoting self-love and strength can have a positive impact on 

how girls view themselves as well as how young boys treat girls. Jane is independent 

with a strong moral compass and through her trials and tribulations the reader is 

confronted with several social injustices. The novel implicitly (and occasionally 

explicitly) deals with hetero-norms, norms pertaining to persons with disabilities as 

well as gender norms, making Jane Eyre particularly relevant for the aim of this 
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thesis. Furthermore, Jane Eyre can be productive to work with in order to encourage 

norm critical discussions in the classroom, as there are so many levels in which this 

particular novel raises questions about norms and our own assumptions. Firstly, it 

shows norms being adhered to as well as being challenged in the fictional world of the 

novel. Secondly, it helps us see our own prejudices or assumptions about what an 

“older” novel might have to say or teach us about ourselves and our own time. I 

believe it is valuable teaching a text from a historical period, as one can show its 

relevance and view how norms are at play or being subverted from a distance. In this 

way, students may feel that they have more liberty in expressing their opinions as it 

can be less personal and more safe to talk about things that have occurred in the 

faraway past. Lastly, through this “doubleness” within the novel, and through our 

observations of our responses to the novel, Jane Eyre can help us see how a fictional 

work, and our responses to that work, might have more than one thing to teach us; for 

example, how a text can be norm-critical in certain ways and not in others.  

Theory and Method 
In order to stimulate learners to produce and disclose their individual reading of a 

novel, the reader-response approach which appoints the reader a dynamic function in 

“meaning-making” is an appropriate means to fuse leisure reading and critical 

thinking (Bobkina and Stefanova 679). This essay shows that by the implementation 

of the aforementioned discussions in Jane Eyre, learners will also practice the reader-

response approach which can be highly profitable as there is a change of focus from 

the author of the literary work towards the reader and the text (Bobkina and Stefanova 

682). The literary analyses, with respect to the reader-response approach, can allow 

students to become conscious of the boundaries of their cognizance and to challenge 

societal expectations they are subjected to. In the reader-response approach, the 

attempt to understand the substance of a text allows the learner to face their own 

expectations, which may cause a modification of his/her presuppositions and beliefs 

(Bobkina and Stefanova 681). In essence, this approach requires students to produce 

strategies to help them discover the implicit meanings of texts, investigate the 

narrative from various angles and implement what they have learnt in various areas of 

their life (Bobkina and Stefanova 680). Therefore, in an intricate process of 
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expectation and reconsideration, students associate the fictional world with the real 

world, and eventually become mindful of the “meanings given to literary 

representations and the feelings these representations evoke” —the quintessence of 

critical thinking (Bobkina and Stefanova 682). 

My discussion of how Jane Eyre could be used to teach norm-criticism in the 

classroom is conducted through two interrelated levels of analysis. Firstly, the literary 

analyses of key moments in the novel is set in dialogue with critics that interrogate 

gender, heteronormativity and ableism in particularly productive ways: Laura Mulvey, 

Judith Butler, and Robert McRuer and Lennard Davis, respectively. The literary 

analysis reflects on the presence of the “male gaze”—a theory coined by Mulvey—

and how it contributes to the staging of particular norms concerned with 

discrimination due to gender. The idea of the “male gaze” is used to analyse how 

women may be marginalised and viewed from a specific lens in Jane Eyre and 

thereby analyse gender roles. Students will be encouraged to pay attention to the way 

women are depicted in literature, thereby, motivating a more critical stance towards 

what students read. The aim of such an analysis in class is to lead a discussion about 

how groups of people may not be fairly represented; thus, this novel will be a 

springboard for a focus on two groups, namely women (in relation to men) and the 

disabled. Judith Butler’s theory of gender performativity is used to analyse how 

heteronormativity is both staged and subverted in Jane Eyre. Butler aims to show us 

the importance of deconstructing the principal fibre of gender identity and to reveal 

what it truly is—a fabrication. Gender identity is a manifestation of everyday 

behaviours and actions—such as speech and dress codes—in other words, 

performance (Butler xv). The analysis on heteronormativity also outlines the 

processes and mechanisms behind the formation of hetero-norms, in an attempt to 

prevent injustices pertaining to one’s sexuality. 

 Despite evidence that homosexuality and disability have in common a 

disconcerting past, and regardless of the fact that there is an increasing 

acknowledgment of the connection between queer theory and disability studies, 

insufficient attention has been dedicated to defining the intricate relationship between 

heterosexuality and the able-bodied identity: the idea that fitness, good condition and 
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ability are instinctively connected to heterosexuality (McRuer 1, 11). The novel’s 

potential to raise questions about ableism is discussed in dialogue with theorist Robert 

McRuer—the scholar that profoundly developed crip theory—who asserts that the 

critical assessment of normalcy is fundamental to the disability rights movement that 

aims to rid negative stigmas linked to ableist belief systems (McRuer 7). Moreover, 

Kevin Kumashiro, the founder of non-oppressive education, and Davis Lennard, a 

professor of disability studies, have a similar understanding on the notion of the 

‘Other,’ which is also discussed here to illustrate how disability norms are both upheld 

and challenged in Jane Eyre. I briefly discuss how these mechanisms have emerged, 

as Kumashiro stresses the importance of a focus on processes of ‘Othering.’ The 

analysis concerned with crip theory exemplifies how different aspects, such as our 

bodies and identities are considered as ‘normal.’ 

 In the second level of analysis, I will examine how reader-response theory 

might help shape pedagogical and didactical perspectives on how the novel might be 

taught in a norm-critical manner. I show how a critical analysis of Jane Eyre may help 

teachers navigate in the selection of texts to engage with in order to illuminate the 

underlying mechanisms concerned with the normalisation of discrimination due to 

one’s disability, gender or sexuality by the use of norm-critical pedagogical strategies 

and reader-response theory. Bromseth and Darj explain that strategies for a norm-

critical pedagogy, or what Gunilla Edemo calls a conflict-oriented pedagogy, propose 

that norms and social hierarchies must be made visible, questioned and challenged as 

it is inadequate to simply include the ‘Other’ in the process (42). Additionally, the 

processes that have generated the idea of ‘normalcy’ pertaining to heterosexuality, 

gender and disability, can be made visible by the reader-response approach as students 

may begin to reflect on the origin of these concepts; and ultimately view them for 

what they are- social constructs. For example, the prevailing economical system, 

neoliberal capitalism, is considered to have enabled sexual and embodied identities to 

be constructed over the past twenty-five years (McRuer 2). Influenced by 

contemporary social developments—such as the disability rights movement, feminism 

and gay emancipation—as well as the economic crises of 1970, neoliberalism honours 

difference (McRuer 2). However, according to McRuer, the epoch is paradoxically, 
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also distinguished by its global inequality and exploitation (McRuer 2). A crucial 

element of feminist and antiracist campaigns have henceforth scrutinised the 

mechanisms in which compulsory heterosexuality promote and conform to prevailing 

ideologies concerned with gender and race (McRuer 1).  

The aforementioned universal issues are becoming progressively more critical 

for young adults to comprehend and critically analyse. Thus, as the thesis statement 

claims, this essay aims to clear homosexual identities of their interdependence to 

disability by adopting ableist principles. Indeed, the ordeals the female protagonists 

and their inner circle encounter can be interpreted as ultimately challenging both 

compulsory able-bodiedness and compulsory heterosexuality. The novel criticises and 

problematises issues of gender and norms via the female protagonist; thereby, class 

discussions will enable students to develop their reasoning and promote critical 

thinking. 

Analysis & Discussion 

Performing the Male Gaze 

Theoretical Perspectives 
In a renowned essay regarding visual pleasure, Laura Mulvey, a feminist film theorist, 

reveals how women are often degraded and viewed as sexual objects through the male 

gaze. In order to expose the ways in which the fascination of film has been fortified 

within the subject, Mulvey uses psychoanalytic theory. Mulvey asserts that 

psychoanalysis is relevant as it illustrates how patriarchal society has unknowingly 

informed film production (361). To summarise, there is a duality in the role of women 

regarding the production of the patriarchal unconscious: firstly, her lack of a penis 

represents the threat of castration, and secondly that through women, men’s sexual 

desires come alive by inflicting them on the image of women (Mulvey 361). 

Ultimately, Mulvey addresses how mainstream cinema and film authorise and glorify 

the male gaze; however, I maintain that the male gaze can also be applied to various 

other media, such as novels. In essence, Mulvey wishes to shed light on the link 

between erotic fascination and film, as well as the place women occupy in it (363). 

The intention of Mulvey’s article is thus, to study and scrutinise pleasure, in an 
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attempt to disrupt and annihilate it (363). The chief pleasure that Mulvey identifies is 

scopophilia, in other words, looking as a derivation of pleasure, where the opposite 

can also hold true, namely the pleasure associated with being looked at (Mulvey 363). 

Mulvey then builds on the fact that Freud equates scopophilia with the objectifying of 

individuals and the imposition of a dominating and inquisitive gaze (Mulvey 363). 

Mulvey advises caution on the potential implications, “at the extreme, it can become 

fixated into a perversion, producing obsessive voyeurs […] whose only sexual 

satisfaction can come from watching, in an active controlling sense, an objectified 

other” (363).  

The cinema fulfils a primitive desire for pleasurable looking; however, goes 

one step ahead, and enables scopophilia in its narcissistic sense, resulting in the 

formation of a second pleasure (Mulvey 365). The subsequent pleasure that arises 

from looking at cinematic situations, is the reassurance and consolidation of the ego. 

There are therefore two mechanisms that account for the male gaze; the first, 

scopophilic, emerges from the pleasure associated with the objectifying of another 

individual for sexual arousal, while the second pleasure requires identification of the 

ego with the object in the film through the spectator’s obsession with and recognition 

of his equal. A dichotomy in pleasure due to sexual imbalance becomes evident: 

looking is performed by an active-male on the passive-female (Mulvey 366). Women 

are both looked at and exhibited as objects, providing profound visual and erotic 

stimulation to the active male as they depict a “to-be-looked-at-ness” (Mulvey 366). 

The woman’s image has two functions: to act as an erotic object for the personas in 

the narrative fiction film, as well as the spectators (Mulvey 366). It is these two 

mechanisms and their association to external structures, that need to be dismantled so 

that the pleasure they produce can be challenged and thereby, eliminate their 

repressive nature that victimises women (Mulvey 371). 

Seeing as the aim of this thesis is to analyse how the male gaze contributes to 

the staging as well as the challenging of particular norms concerned with 

discrimination due to gender, the ‘male gaze’ will be used to analyse how female 

characters are marginalised and viewed from a specific lens in Jane Eyre via 

Mulvey’s first pleasure, scopophilia. The motivation behind this analysis is to help 
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inspire students to reflect on everyday situations which may portray women in a 

specific way, and subsequently question whether such representations benefit or 

discriminate the person in question. The hope of this analysis is thus to illuminate the 

power structures that have allowed for such a demeaning representation of women to 

emerge, and thereby encourage students to make a more conscious attempt in 

recognising the mechanisms that cause the exploitation and discrimination of women. 

Even though films and novels vary greatly, Mulvey’s notions are not restrictive: the 

notions she discusses can also be employed in the narrative of the novel. Similar to 

the way films use specific images of women to convey a message, the vivid 

descriptions used to describe women in novels, also have the power to create specific 

images in the reader’s mind. In the following section, I contend that the male gaze in 

Jane Eyre is vastly performed by the protagonist Jane and not Rochester, in a way that 

paradoxically adheres to gender roles. 

Moments of the Male Gaze in Jane Eyre 
Helen is one of the first girls that becomes objectified through Jane’s gaze. In one of 

Mr. Brocklehurst’s visits to Lowood, the headmaster of the school, Jane drops her 

slate and Mr. Brocklehurst accuses her of being an evil, vicious liar which confirms 

what her benefactress, Mrs. Reed, has told him about Jane. She is ordered to stand on 

a stool, “the pedestal of infamy,” where she is to be excluded and punished by both 

teachers and students (Brontë 57). When the school day is over, Miss Temple, a 

teacher in Lowood, takes both Helen and Jane to her room in order to console Jane 

and let her tell her version of the story. Miss Temple explains that she will verify 

everything Jane says with Mr.Lloyd, Mrs.Reed’s apothecary (Brontë 60). Miss 

Temple then gives both girls some seed cake and a cup of tea, while conversing for 

hours. While Miss Temple and Helen are talking, Jane cannot help but be mesmerised 

by Helen’s features and consumes her with her gaze: 

Something […] had roused her powers within her […] they glowed in 
the bright tint of her cheek, which till this hour I had never seen but 
pale and bloodless; then they shone in the liquid lustre of her eyes, 
which had suddenly acquired a beauty more singular than that of Miss 
Temple’s—a beauty […] of meaning, of movement, of radiance. Then 
her soul sat on her lips, and language flowed, from what source I 
cannot tell: has a girl of fourteen a heart large enough, vigorous 
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enough, to hold the swelling spring of pure, full, fervid eloquence? 
(Brontë 62)   

Jane is gaining pleasure from looking at Helen: she does not need to even participate 

in the conversations to feel content, it suffices to simply observe. She is quietly 

enjoying the feelings of elation induced by watching Helen as she converses with 

Miss Temple. The aesthetic pleasure of scopophilia is hard to deny in this passage, as 

Jane imposes a controlling gaze onto the object of her desire, Helen. Jane’s 

uninterrupted gaze provides her with visual and erotic gratification to the point that 

she cannot fathom that “a girl of fourteen” can possess such passionate eloquence 

(Brontë 62). The facial characteristics of Helen are continuously associated to 

“beauty” and “radiance” as well as personality traits such as kindness and compassion 

as Jane describes how Helen’s heart is so “large” (Brontë 62). Jane appears to be in 

awe, and is falling in love with every bit of Helen as her finesse is reflected in her 

personality, making her into a sensual object that Jane cannot stop inspecting with her 

gaze. Also, the imagery created in the above excerpt is that of a fragmented body: 

Jane progresses from Helen’s cheek, to her eyes, and lastly to her lips. This has the 

effect of objectifying the person of interest, and as Mulvey asserts “conventional 

close-ups […] integrate into the narrative a different mode of eroticism. One part of a 

fragmented body destroys the Renaissance space, the illusion of depth demanded by 

the narrative; it gives flatness, the quality of a cutout or icon rather than 

verisimilitude” (Mulvey 367). This fixation with Helen’s features reflects the 

immense pleasure Jane is experiencing though the gaze. Furthermore, the choice she 

makes to linger on Helen’s lips as the final feature is not coincidental. Jane is 

eroticising Helen’s characteristics: she could easily use the word ‘mouth’ to describe 

where her “soul sat” but the use of “lips” emphasises the sexual energy in which Jane 

is looking at Helen, since lips are often associated with kissing and intimacy. 

However, the impression the reader gets is that Helen is unaware of Jane’s gaze of 

admiration; hence, it is left ambiguous as to whether Helen is in fact generating this 

need within Jane as well as whether she is gaining any satisfaction from it. 
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There is another instance where Jane views Helen through the gaze and 

actively objectifies her. This occurs when Jane is still on the stool and watches Helen 

walk past: 

[…] in passing, she lifted her eyes. What a strange light inspired them! 
What an extraordinary sensation that ray sent through me! How the 
new feeling bore me up! It was as if a martyr, a hero, had passed a 
slave or victim, and imparted strength in the transit…[she] smiled at 
me as she again went by. What a smile! I remember it now, and I know 
that it was the effluence of fine intellect, of true courage; it lit up her 
marked lineaments, her thin face, her sunken grey eye, like a reflection 
from the aspect of an angel. (Brontë 57) 

Again, Jane gives us a detailed account of Helen’s features and the feelings of elation 

and pleasure they induce within Jane. Jane, once more, pauses and simply observes 

Helen through her gaze, while being utterly captivated by the details of Helen’s face 

and the feeling of exhilaration it arouses within her. Jane desires Helen through her 

look, and describes fragments of Helen’s face, “her eyes” that caused Jane to 

experience an “extraordinary sensation”, and later “her smile” that brightened her 

“thin face” and “sunken grey eye” (Brontë 57). This lingering on Helen’s features 

provides Jane with such strength and satisfaction, that she feels completely 

rejuvenated. A feeling one would experience if a lover or someone one is yearning for, 

suddenly passes by and, momentarily, all the troubles of the world seem so minor that 

they simply disappear. All these feelings of euphoria do not occur by engaging in 

conversation with Helen, but through Jane’s gaze that allows her to gain 

inconceivable pleasure. There is something intimate regarding Jane’s obsession with 

Helen’s smile and eyes: they are characteristics of the face often associated with 

romantic desire. Therefore, it becomes evident that the male-gaze is performed by 

Jane to gain pleasure, in a way that agrees with gender norms since, looking past the 

captivating descriptions, Jane still objectifies Helen, as would have been done by a 

male character. Women—and not men—are still viewed through a specific lens by 

someone actively looking at them. The passive-female—in this case Helen—is being 

marginalised and subjected to a gaze, regardless if the person performing the gaze is 

male or not; thus, adhering to gender norms that hypothesise that women are passive 

objects whose role is to be looked at. 
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Miss Temple is another female character subjected to Jane’s gaze. When Miss 

Temple asks Jane and Helen to come to her room in the above passage, Jane explains 

how she was happy to stand at Miss Temple’s side since she obtained “pleasure from 

the contemplation of her face, her dress, her one or two ornaments, her white 

forehead, her clustered and shining curls, and beaming dark eyes” (Brontë 60). Here, 

the erotic fascination associated by looking is made fairly explicit. Jane specifically 

declares that looking at Miss Temple gives her pleasure. It seems as though Jane is 

scanning Miss Temple from head to toe with her dominating gaze, providing Jane 

with profound visual satisfaction that titillates her. She derives pleasure from Miss 

Temple’s “face,” “dress,” “curls” and so forth, which would not entirely be the case if 

Jane considered Miss Temple as a simple companion of no sexual interest, since then 

one would appreciate and highlight other characteristics such as kindness, 

supportiveness and so on (Brontë 60).“Dark eyes” and “shining curls” would be of 

little to no interest for someone interested in a friendship; let alone be the reason to 

obtain gratification—one would be content by simply being in the other person’s 

presence, not from inspecting their physical appearance. This is evident even when 

Jane first meets Miss Temple. Jane can almost not believe her eyes: 

I retain yet the sense of admiring awe with which my eyes traced her 
steps. Seen now, in broad daylight, she looked tall, fair, and shapely; 
brown eyes with a benignant light in their irids, and a fine pencilling of 
long lashes round, relieved the whiteness of her large front; on each of 
her temples her hair, of a very dark brown, was clustered in round curls 
[…] her dress, also in the mode of the day, was of purple cloth, 
relieved by a sort of Spanish trimming of black velvet; a gold watch 
(watches were not so common then as now) shone at her girdle. Let the 
reader add, to complete the picture, refined features; a complexion, if 
pale, clear; and a stately air and carriage […] (Brontë 39-40) 

In this passage, Jane is actively objectifying Miss Temple for erotic satisfaction 

through her gaze. As readers, we get the sensation that time is slowed down as Jane is 

cautiously and meticulously studying Miss Temple’s every movement and indeed Jane 

admits that her “eyes traced her steps” (Brontë 39). In fact, Mulvey asserts that the 

existence of women is an essential aspect of spectacle in narrative film, and the visual 

pleasure she provides has a tendency to not help the development of the story, but 
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rather, to “freeze the flow of action in moments of erotic contemplation. This alien 

presence then has to be integrated into cohesion with the narrative” (366). Jane 

comments on Miss Temple’s height, weight, her brown eyes that have “a benignant 

light” and “fine […] long lashes”, her forehead, her “round curls”, her dress, her 

watch and lastly asks the reader to complete the image in their head with some more 

details, namely, her pale complexion and “refined features” (Brontë 39). It is as 

though Miss Temple is under scrutiny and Jane is ticking off a list with all the 

characteristics she deems of importance. Furthermore, this excerpt, in light of 

Mulvey’s theories, is an example of how Jane is attempting to fulfil the male gaze of 

the reader. She therefore gives as much detail as possible so that the reader, like Jane, 

can experience the erotic pleasure of looking at another individual as an object. Jane 

specifically invites the reader to join her, and later puts the readers’ imagination to 

work by the use of her description, in an attempt to make them ‘picture’ Miss Temple 

in their fantasy. Thus, Miss Temple does not act as an erotic object only for the 

characters in the novel, but also for the spectators, the readers. In this way, this 

passage paradoxically adheres to gender norms since women are the objects to be 

looked at, by primarily, male readers that perform the ‘active’ looking. 

Some critics however, have different views when it comes to the readings of 

lesbian desire in Jane Eyre. For example, Nudd asserts that “Jane Eyre is one of the 

most passionate of romantic novels” since “it throbs with the sensuality of a woman’s 

growing love for a man; there is the deep longing of the lonely heart in its every 

line” (qtd. in Gilbert 355). However, this essay maintains that due to social 

constraints, women could not openly express homoerotic desires and therefore hid 

behind heterosexual relationships.  

There are various other women that provide Jane with pleasure through her 

gaze; however, I will discuss only one more, namely Blanche Ingram, as to satisfy the 

span of this essay. Blanche is the daughter of Lord Ingram, a close friend of 

Rochester’s who lives near Thornfield. Blanche is also subjected to Jane’s gaze; 

however, in a more implicit manner and quite astonishingly, before she even meets 

Blanche. To Jane’s surprise, Rochester leaves to go to a party one morning, where all 

the “fashionable people get together” including Miss Ingram (Brontë 134). Jane is 
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devastated by the news, and feels silly for even believing that a man of Mr. 

Rochester’s rank would ever consider her as a partner, she exclaims “how dared you? 

Poor stupid dupe!—Could not even self- interest make you wiser? […] It does good 

to no woman to be flattered by her superior” (Brontë 136). She learns from Mrs. 

Fairfax, the housekeeper, that Miss Ingram is, “tall, fine bust, sloping shoulders; long, 

graceful neck: olive complexion, dark and clear; noble features; eyes rather like Mr. 

Rochester’s: large and black, and as brilliant as her jewels […]” (Brontë 137). Mrs. 

Fairfax continues to describe Miss Ingram in a few more lines, while going in great 

detail about Miss Ingram’s attire and jewels. As a protective mechanism, Jane later 

promises to draw a portrait of herself and then a picture of Miss Ingram. In other 

words, when she feels weak towards Mr. Rochester, she is to compare these two 

pictures in order to stay humble and remind herself that a man like Mr. Rochester 

would never pick a girl like Jane. While Jane is drawing Blanche, she contemplates: 

Remember the raven ringlets, the oriental eye;—What! you revert to 
Mr. Rochester as a model! Order! No snivel!—no sentiment!—no 
regret! I will endure only sense and resolution. Recall the august yet 
harmonious lineaments, the Grecian neck and bust; let the round and 
dazzling arm be visible, and the delicate hand; omit neither diamond 
ring nor gold bracelet; portray faithfully the attire, aerial lace and 
glistening satin, graceful scarf and golden rose. (Brontë 137) 

While Jane is drawing, Blanche is subjected to Jane’s gaze but through Rochester’s 

eyes. What is of importance here is how Rochester’s sexual desires and what he views 

as erotic and pleasurable need to be met and translated onto paper. Jane is drawing 

what she considers appealing, if she were Rochester looking at Blanche. While 

depicting Blanche’s eyes, Jane is reverted to Rochester’s “oriental eye,” since not only 

can she not stop thinking of Rochester, but she is also observing in a controlling 

manner, through his gaze, gaining sexual satisfaction from watching the objectified 

other. Hence, Jane is objectifying Blanche through the male-gaze, since Jane is 

attempting to portray everything that Rochester finds attractive and sexually desirable. 

The pure fact that she needs to remind herself of these two drawings to expose 

Rochester’s true intentions, reveals that Jane is delineating Blanche’s features through 

Rochester’s gaze. It is his gaze that decides which characteristics are worthy and 

which are not; thus, seeing the pictures allows Jane to view both herself and Blanche 
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through his eyes and come to terms with reality. Blanche is described to have the 

“loveliest face” with the “sweetest lines” and a “Grecian neck and bust” and “dazzling 

arm”; it is well known that Blanche is attracted to Rochester for his wealth, and yet, 

this wickedness she possesses becomes irrelevant; looking at her as an erotic object 

provides them with such pleasure, that Blanche’s personality has little or no effect in 

her depiction. Mulvey asserts that such drawings are not only a way of expression, but 

also a way of repressing desire in an extraordinarily compact space (10). In fact, 

Mulvey argues that “Jane’s roles as visual artist and writer allow her emotions both to 

be expressed and to be hidden within her art, interpreted as artistic rather than erotic 

interest” (9).The importance of Blanche’s clothing and jewellery compared to Jane’s 

plainness is accentuated: we are told of Blanche’s “attire” of “aerial lace and 

glistening satin” as well as “graceful scarf” and “golden rose” (Brontë 137). This 

reflects how, in the context of the novel, it was of importance to look good for men, 

more specifically for Mr. Rochester, in order to be loved. In this way, Jane Eyre 

adheres to gender norms that require girls to dress and act in a specific way in order to 

be accepted. 

Pedagogical reflections 
The issue of how girls should dress is in fact prevalent in Skolverket’s study 

pertaining to gender ideals: girls run the risk of being harassed if they do not follow 

fashion trends, if they wear “guys clothing,” or have short hair (Skolverket 60). 

Through an analysis of the male gaze, students will be encouraged to pay attention to 

the way women are depicted in literature; thereby, help motivate a more critical stance 

towards what students read and see: why is it that there is no instance where men are 

treated as objects of visual stimulation? Discrimination due to gender can be 

problematized in class discussions by steering students towards an understanding that 

sexist attitudes are entrenched in our society. Any attempt to prevent such 

discrimination would require students to deeply reflect on their own role in 

reproducing these norms. As such, the reader-response approach becomes highly 

suitable in this context. 

In order to deconstruct attitudes that (re)create gender norms, teachers need to 

be aware about the social relations we have with our students and the bonds we form 
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with them. Indeed, as educators we can humbly act as leaders for social change 

through the educational frameworks we offer, the dialogues we open, and the possible 

ways to be and interact that we create (Bromseth and Darj 50-51). As such, analysing 

Jane Eyre from a completely new angle, namely the male gaze, brings to question 

pre-established gender roles in a safe environment in which students can openly 

express their opinions.  In fact, Bromseth and Darj argue that by creating other stories 

that question the social hierarchies that exist in our society and how we are expected 

to act within these narratives, we can challenge and change the frames of society (50). 

Changing the way students approach gender expression can change the way they 

think about ‘abnormal’ behaviors, and finally change the way they treat those that 

deviate from the norm. 

(Sub)versions of Heteronormativity  
Since the beginning of the 20th century, a great deal of international research has 

focused on heteronormativity and its relation to educational practices (Bromseth and 

Darj 29). However, this type of research only began to appear within Swedish 

contexts in the early 2000s (Bromseth and Darj 29). The key principle that all these 

studies have in common is that education and school environments are fundamental 

arenas for the restoration of norms; particularly, with a heteronormative regime 

already in function (Bromseth and Darj 29). Heteronormativity is derived from the 

idea of hierarchical difference, in which specific physiques and behaviours are 

favoured, while others are systematically perceived as aberrant, less desirable and less 

valuable (Butler qtd. in Bromseth and Darj 29). Men and women are expected to live 

heteronormatively by maintaining a heterosexual predisposition in their choice of 

partners, life-style, clothes and occupation (Bromseth and Darj 137). This in return 

contributes to a certain kind of heterosexual life being presented as the most desirable 

and natural way of being (Ambjörnsson qtd. in Bromseth and Darj 30). Accordingly, 

hetero-norms permeate how society and relationships are organised and regulated 

both materially and discursively: which bodies, routines and philosophies fall within 

and outside the ‘limits’ are always socially and culturally conditioned as a result of 

active processes (Bromseth and Darj 30). According to Rossi, school as an institution 

is a “hetero-factory” where norms for what is a ‘good life’ are created and reproduced 
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through steering documents, teaching materials and social activities (qtd. in Bromseth 

and Darj 29). This section will attempt to do the contrary; that is, to shed light on the 

notion of heteronormativity and to exemplify how it can produce fruitful discussions 

with regards to pre-established power structures through the questioning and 

problematising of hetero-norms that are present in Jane Eyre.  

Theoretical Perspectives 
The second chapter of Judith Butler’s germinal work on gender performativity, 

Gender Trouble (1999), is dedicated to the production of the heterosexual matrix. 

Butler illuminates the intricate relation between sexuality and gender: sexual 

preferences do not yield certain genders or norms. Instead under certain premises of 

normative heterosexuality, the enforcement of gender is occasionally used as a means 

to protect heterosexuality (xii). Here, Butler resonates with Lévi-Strauss’s structuralist 

anthropology and his contention in the exchange rules of kinship, Jacques Lacan’s and 

Joan Riviere’s psychoanalytic explanation of the strategies of masquerade and lastly, 

Sigmund Freud’s melancholia of gender. Given the limited scope of this essay, I 

intend to outline the main objectives put forth by the first two psychoanalysts that are 

of essence to Butler’s defence. Lévi-Strauss’s structuralist anthropology, with respect 

to the complex nature-culture distinction, has been used to explain the sex versus 

gender distinction: the disposition that there is a natural female that is successively 

metamorphosed into a socially inferior woman, where “sex” is linked to nature and 

“the raw,” whereas, gender is linked to culture or “the cooked” (Butler 47). 

Illuminating the process through which sex is converted into gender can demonstrate 

not only the fabricated nature of gender and its trivial and artificial status, but also 

“the cultural universality of oppression in nonbiologistic terms” (Butler 49). 

Anthropologists Marilyn Strathern and Carol MacCormack assert that the nature-

culture distinction displays nature as female, craving to be subservient to a culture 

that is inevitably male; namely, dynamic and speculative (Butler 48). Once again, this 

exemplifies how reason and mind are analogous to manliness and agency, while the 

body and nature are deemed to be feminine, anticipating meaning and purpose from 

the antipodal masculine self (Butler 48).  
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Instances of Heteronormativity in Jane Eyre 
In Jane Eyre, the norm of a submissive woman awaiting a man to gain meaning in her 

life is criticised and the oppression linked to gender is problematised. During her stay 

at Thornfield to work as governess, Jane finds herself in a troubling predicament: 

while in the attic and looking out afar beyond the fields, she faces an existential crisis. 

She yearns for a life that is more fulfilling, with a greater acquaintance to witty 

individuals, a desire for a life full of adventure; however, this is currently beyond her 

reach. She is representing the spirit of women in the Victorian era and her very 

existence is challenged. She expresses considerable existential torment towards male 

prejudice and unfair treatment due to the lack of equality for women within the 

Victorian society: 

Millions are condemned to a stiller doom than mine, and millions are 
in silent revolt against their lot […] Women are supposed to be very 
calm generally: but women feel just as men feel; they need exercise for 
their faculties and a field for their efforts as much as their brothers do; 
they suffer from too rigid a restraint, too absolute a stagnation, 
precisely as men would suffer; and it is narrow-minded in their more 
privileged fellow creatures to say that they ought to confine themselves 
to making puddings and knitting stockings, to playing on the piano and 
embroidering bags. It is thoughtless to condemn them, or laugh at 
them, if they seek to do more or learn more than custom has 
pronounced necessary for their sex. (Brontë 93) 

By explaining how women “also feel just as men feel” and need to do more “than 

custom has pronounced necessary,” Jane expresses a type of optimism in which 

hetero-norms in relation to one’s life-style should not dictate one’s behaviour and role 

in society (Brontë 93). Jane experiences the sensation of being ‘caged’ and confined, 

where she can exercise her skills and dexterity merely in mundane and domestic 

procedures such as making “puddings and knitting stockings” (Brontë 93). Indeed, 

Brontë published her work under a pseudonym to tackle such discrimination due to 

sex. Women should not overpass their limits as they lack the privilege to do so—a 

belief widely accepted and normalised in Victorian society. Thus, seeing as Brontë 

was a governess herself and resented it, her writing evokes a sense of optimism for 

governesses since Jane with her surprisingly rigid and strict relation with Mr. 

Rochester does not abide to the patriarchal constructs and social hierarchies. In The 
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Postmodernism Reader: Foundational Texts, Michael Drolet discusses the critique of 

modernity at the turn of the century, namely, the late nineteenth century. From the 

excerpt above, Brontë seems to possess a similar—yet slightly more promising—

viewpoint than that of twentieth-century critics of modernity: “not only is modern 

society a cage, but all the people in it are shaped by its bars; we are beings without 

spirit, without heart, without sexual or personal identity […] we might also say 

without being” (Weber qtd. in Drolet 61). Nietzche and other nineteenth-century 

critics of modernity, believed that individuals had the capacity both to understand and 

resist this fate, and although in the “midst of a wretched present, they could imagine 

an open future” (qtd. in Drolet 61). This idea is encapsulated in the above excerpt. 

Indeed, Jane leaves Mr. Rochester (as well as St. John Eyre Rivers and his sisters) 

because she understands her fate and tries to fight it: she no longer wants to be a 

prisoner of her own existence, nor does she wish to abide to conventional behaviours. 

When talking to Rochester, she cries, “I must part with you for my whole life: I must 

begin a new existence” (Brontë 259). She is aware that many women of her destiny 

would have without a doubt married Mr. Rochester; however, she has a strict moral 

compass with a need for self-fulfilment. Therefore, Jane Eyre can be seen as an 

example for the rise against discrimination due to gender as well as providing 

criticism to heteronormativity: women are not only worthy of staying at home, taking 

care of domestic issues. In this perspective, Jane Eyre can be considered to have both 

modernist tendencies while also being a critic of modernity since Jane tries to imagine 

an “open future” and keep faith in modern men, but it is all an illusion since Jane 

succumbs to the pressure of the ‘iron cage’ she is confined in and allegedly gets back 

with Mr. Rochester ‘the powerful, white man’ as she cannot escape its bars. In all, this 

passage exemplifies how Jane Eyre does not subscribe to norms that control the way 

in which women should express themselves and their needs, to fit a fabricated ideal 

which is essentially set up by society’s unrealistic expectations. The novel 

demonstrates the need to defeat this ideal of the perfect woman, regardless if it 

succeeds or not. 

In the meantime, considering that heteronormativity builds on the idea that 

only two genders exist, namely women and men which have to be attracted to one 
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another, Brontë unconsciously abides to this construction as she assumes this 

dichotomy. As Butler points out, the sexual ideologies that create and sustain this 

nature-culture distinction are ultimately disguised by the discursive construction of “a 

nature” and a built-in sex that function as the undebatable understructure of culture 

(48). 

At first glance, Jane Eyre seems to revolve around the conquest for 

reciprocated love that is resolved by the heterosexual relationship and matrimony 

between Jane and Rochester; however, there is more to be discovered once one goes 

past this superficiality. To illustrate this, I make use of Lévi-Strauss’s assertion that 

the article of exchange that reinforces and distinguishes kinship relations is women, 

provided as rewards from different clans by the act of marriage (Butler 49). As such, 

Jane Eyre seemingly appears to adhere to hetero-norms that oblige the unity of men 

and women through marriage. Ultimately, the relationships between patrilineal clans 

are built on homosocial yearning, a concealed and, therefore, condemned sexuality, a 

relation among men that is, in essence, concerned with the bonds of men, and 

transpires via the heterosexual exchange and apportionment of women (Butler 52). 

What remains problematic here is whether or not the opposite holds true. Is it not 

equally plausible that women marry men to undergo this ‘exchange’ between clans? 

Could it not be that women attempt to fulfil their prohibited homosocial tendencies 

and innate desires to bond with other women via heterosexual marriage? This is the 

point of departure for this analysis since Jane’s romantic friendships and lesbian 

inclinations that ensue in the novel are hard to ignore. Indeed, according to Deborah 

Morse, a professor on Victorian literature, “the most likely reason why Jane Eyre—

unlike Villette and Shirley in particular—has not engaged scholars in queer readings is 

the focus upon the heterosexual passion between Jane and Rochester as the locus of 

the novel’s marriage plot, itself a kind of measure of the marriage plot’s 

possibilities” (3). (It should be acknowledged, though, that a current critic analyzing 

lesbianism is looking from a culturally removed perspective which is very likely to be 

different from the perspective of Brontë’s contemporaries). One occasion that displays 

Jane’s lesbian desires, would be at Lowood institute when discussing with her best 
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friend Helen Burns. Jane explains how Helen put her “hand into hers” as she took her 

“fingers gently to warm them,” and later declares: 

If others don’t love me I would rather die than live—I cannot bear to 
be solitary and hated […] to gain some real affection from you, or Miss 
Temple, or any other whom I truly love, I would willingly submit to 
have the bone of my arm broken, or to let a bull toss me, or to stand 
behind a kicking horse, and let it dash its hoof at my chest. (Brontë 59) 

The two girls are clearly experiencing a tender moment; and in this instance, Jane 

feels comfortable enough to unveil her vulnerability and faithfully confess her love 

for Helen as well as Miss Temple. What makes this confession characteristic of 

romantic love is its imitation of how a woman would ‘normally’ express her romantic 

feelings to a man. It illustrates a woman’s idea that in order to be loved, or feel worthy 

of another’s affection, she has to experience hardship, pain and distress. Indeed, Rich 

explains that “the images that come to her [Jane] are images of willing submission to 

violence, of masochism” (473). This intrinsic tendency to associate love with 

suffering is due to the fact that Jane does not feel like she deserves intimacy unless 

something is taken away from her first. Furthermore, such a passionate confession 

and genuine emotional closeness is typical between lovers who live and breathe for 

one another; an erotic awe if you may, not the kind of love expressed by friends. 

Interestingly, Jane never makes any equivalent revelations that are so pure in 

character towards Rochester, her alleged love.  

The aforementioned excerpt from Jane Eyre displays how even though Jane 

and her female companions do not engage in sexual intercourse, this does not exclude 

the fact that there are subtle sexual innuendos in Jane’s description of various women 

that momentarily illuminate Jane’s attraction to them. In this way, hetero-norms are 

subverted in the most delicate of ways; understandably, as the tolerance of sexual 

diversity in the Victorian era was rather stern: the Criminal Law Amendment Act of 

1885, criminalised all types of sexual practices between men (Greenblatt 2212). As 

women had even fewer legal rights than men, it is no surprise that Brontë would not 

openly present her protagonist as a homosexual. In fact, Morse declares that “the 

erotic energies of Jane Eyre have always been recognized as intense – to some of its 

early reviewers, dangerously so. I argue that they are also more subversive and diffuse 
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than the marriage plot will compass – that in fact Jane Eyre’s most insistent passion is 

lesbian” (10). 

Jane’s ambiguous relationships with her cousins bring Jane’s heterosexuality 

to question. This takes us to Lévi-Strauss’s next assertion that homoerotic bonds are 

correlated to the incest taboo. To begin with, Butler defines the incest taboo as the law 

that both forbids incestuous desires and generates specific gender identities via 

obligatory identification (Butler 96). The ramifications of the incest taboo are 

manifold: it primarily prohibits and mandates sexuality under specific conditions but 

also unintentionally generates a range of ‘substitute desires’ and identities (Butler 97). 

Interestingly enough, these substitute desires that the incest taboo may produce can be 

traced in Jane’s relationship with her cousins, Diana and Mary Rivers. Jane’s lust 

towards her female counterparts is established in various passages; in her first 

encounter with Diana, she explains, “Diana (I knew her by the long curls which I saw 

drooping between me and the fire as she bent over me) […] Her face was near mine: I 

saw there was pity in it, and I felt sympathy in her hurried breathing” (287). The 

imagery created is that of a heightened and intense moment shared between the two: 

not only is Jane particularly aware of Diana’s physical attributes “as she bent over” 

but her face is so close that Jane can feel her rapid breathing. This scene transpires 

while Diana is feeding Jane; the elation caused by such intimacy triggers Diana’s 

breathing to accelerate and both are in outright euphoria. Jane later describes how 

Diana “had a voice toned, to my ear, like the cooing of a dove. She possessed eyes 

whose gaze I delighted to encounter. Her whole face seemed to me full of charm” and 

it was in Jane’s nature “to feel pleasure in yielding to an authority supported like hers” 

(Brontë 293). The symbolism used here of a dove, extenuates Diana’s purity in Jane’s 

eyes: she is sacred and signifies peace and prosperity, Jane is in complete veneration 

when she hears Diana’s voice as it resembles the singing of some beautiful creature. 

Interestingly, the dove was the symbol used to depict certain goddesses in the East, 

namely Ishtar and Tanit, and in the Classical period, such as Aphrodite and Venus 

(Lewis and Llewellyn-Jones ch. 3). Doves were not only used to depict the retreats of 

love goddesses, but also had a close association to eroticism and sexuality (Lewis and 

Llewellyn-Jones ch. 3). Brontë’s choice to compare Diana to a dove is not 
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coincidental; Jane harbours sexual desires for Diana. However, as this relation would 

be frowned upon in Victorian England, Brontë prefers to give subtle hints, and 

thereby not fully disclose Jane’s ‘unorthodox’ intentions. Jane cannot get enough of 

Diana’s beauty and lingers upon her “gaze” and her charming face; Jane is not simply 

acknowledging Diana’s positive features, but stares in admiration as would persons in 

love. Jane later discusses the different activities she and the sisters engaged in and 

concludes that “there was a pleasure in this intercourse, of a kind now tasted by me 

for the first time—the pleasure arising from perfect congeniality of tastes, sentiments 

and principles” (Brontë 298). What is striking here is that Jane has already met 

Rochester at this instance; however, it is only with Mary and Diana that she ‘tastes’ 

this kind of pleasure. There is a preference for women’s love that is evoked by the 

wording: the repeating of the word ‘taste’ in this context offers a duality of meanings. 

‘Taste’ can be conceived as either having had experience of something, or being given 

a small sample or impression of something, a ‘taste’ that only leaves one wanting for 

more. I believe the latter is a fairer representation of what Brontë intended to achieve 

in her narrative. Jane also recounts how “[…] I was fain to sit on a stool at Diana’s 

feet, to rest my head on her knee, and listen alternately to her and Mary […] Our 

natures dovetailed: mutual affection—of the strongest kind—was the result” (Brontë 

299). It becomes evident that Jane fosters a pervasive lesbian desire as she shares this 

“mutual affection” with the sisters, and a tender image comes to the reader’s mind as 

Jane resides so close to Diana’s legs, while promptly listening. This image depicts 

how Jane is captivated by both their beauty and intellect, while literally and 

figuratively ‘looking up’ at them. It also illustrates how Jane becomes submissive in 

the sisters’ presence and gladly surrenders to their prowess as she is fascinated by 

their wisdom. In all, Jane has no reservations with regards to the sisters as she feels so 

passionately for them. Furthermore, their brother, St. John Rivers, exclaims “my 

sisters had evidently become attached to you, and your society gave them unusual 

pleasure” (Brontë 301). The use of the word “unusual” instead of “immense” or 

“great” illustrates how even St. John considered their intimacy somewhat 

unconventional. This desire and physical attraction seems to be mutual: Diana 

explains to Jane, “Plain! You? Not at all. You are much too pretty […]” and once 
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again, highlights physical attributes and not personal characteristics (Brontë 354). 

Through this reading, norms pertaining to sexuality and hetero-norms are undoubtedly 

challenged in Jane Eyre. 

Jane’s temporary loss of Rochester—after she finds out he is married and flees

—can be valuable in the attempt to explain her erotic feelings towards the Rivers 

sisters, where the theory of Jacques Lacan is helpful in making this point. For Lacan, 

women experience a “lack” and, therefore, require a mask as they are in need of some 

sense of security (Butler 59-60). Lacan asserts that the function of the mask is “to 

dominate the identifications through which refusals of love are resolved,” and where 

female homosexuality, as observation shows, is apprehended as a result of a 

disappointment which ultimately strengthens the request for love (Butler 62-63). 

Overall, every refusal is unsuccessful, since the one that has refused becomes 

internalised into the identity of the one being refused and the loss of the object is 

never complete as it is reallocated within a mental and bodily dimension that allows 

one to encompass this loss (Butler 64). Thus, Jane’s sexual desires towards her female 

companions may have been fuelled by her unfulfilled love and (heterosexual) 

disappointment with Rochester. 

Jane’s apparent femininity and relationship with Rochester can further be 

elucidated by the notion of masquerade, where heterosexual behaviours are explained 

by the innate need to disguise one’s true (homosexual) intentions. In Joan Riviere’s 

essay, “Womanliness as a Masquerade,” she asserts that femininity is exhibited by 

women who long for masculinity but dread the punitive repercussions of publicly 

expressing masculinity (Butler 66). Hence, the woman deliberately puts on a 

masquerade in an attempt to hide her masculinity from the male crowd she wishes to 

emasculate (Butler 66). Jane has a tendency to mask her emotions behind trivial 

friendships but her enthusiasm while encountering other women permeates the whole 

novel. While Helen is ill due to consumption, Jane cannot stop her thoughts from 

wandering and explains “Mary Ann Wilson; shrewd, observant personage, whose 

society I took pleasure in, partly because she was witty and original, and partly 

because she had a manner which set me at my ease” and suddenly as though feeling 

guilty, declares, “Why did I not spend these sweet days of liberty with her [Helen]? 
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Had I forgotten her? or was I so worthless as to have grown tired of her pure society?” 

(Brontë 66). In this moment, Jane realises that she cannot be polyamorous as this 

would be morally wrong, and instead chooses to be a loyal partner to Helen. It is 

Jane’s belief that her fascination with other women should not become excessive, that 

necessitates a queer reading. In ‘ordinary’ friendships, several different individuals 

engage with one another; however, Jane’s feelings of wrongdoing illuminate her and 

Helen’s uncustomary relationship. Relatedly, Rachel Brownstein comments on 

Brontë’s unconventional narratives: “A rejection of the traditional concept of woman 

as man’s opposite and complement may be traced throughout Brontë’s novels; in each 

of them exclusive heterosexual passion nevertheless figures obsessively” (qtd. in 

Morse 4). In this way, hetero-norms are both subverted and adhered to since Jane 

believes she should be faithful and devoted to only one person, and yet this individual 

is of the same sex. 

Another instance of a subversion of hetero-norms, is when at Lowood 

institution, Jane realises that she has not seen Helen in quite a while. She admits, “yet 

I never tired of Helen Burns; nor ever ceased to cherish for her a sentiment of 

attachment, as strong, tender and respectful was any that ever animated my heart” and 

later describes how she got to Helen’s “crib and kissed her” and later that Helen “put 

her arm over me, and I nestled close to her” (Brontë 66, 69). All these descriptions 

convey not only that Jane is mesmerised by Helen and holds a special place for her in 

her heart, but that there is a physical closeness between them that resembles that of 

two lovers. The two are cuddling in bed and the ambiguity as to where Jane kisses 

Helen leaves this moment open to interpretation. Morse asserts that this iconography 

of Jane embracing Helen can be recognised as a demonstration of “sororal, filial, and 

erotic desire, indistinguishable from one another” (8). 

In this context, it is important to note how sexuality, assigned as the inferior 

rank of human instincts, is seen as normal, whereas perversion is seen as a deviance 

from “normal” sexual preferences (Davis 37-38). Davis problematises this, asserting 

that “it is instructive to think of the ways in which Freud is producing a eugenics of 

the mind—creating the concepts of normal sexuality, normal function, and then 

contrasting them with the perverse, abnormal, pathological, and even criminal” (38). 
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Subsequently, Davis attempts to expose how ‘normalcy’ came to exist and what the 

implications are for people with disabilities, which I will discuss in the next section 

on ableism. 

Pedagogical reflections 
Skolverket’s report published in 2009 found that the silence concerning lesbianism 

makes homosexual girls in primary and secondary schools virtually ‘invisible’, 

whereas male homosexuality is present in students’ everyday life. However, the 

silence due to lesbianism can be confronted in a subtle manner through Jane Eyre. 

Female sexuality can be made ‘visible’ as students will feel more comfortable to 

engage in conversations about sensitive issues that do not concern their immediate 

surroundings. This is one step closer in the attempt to prevent discrimination and 

isolation due to hetero-norms in schools. 

The analysis of Jane’s sexual fluidity and challenging of hetero-norms poses 

serious questions to conventions we take for granted: the woman is unfailingly 

attracted to the man. A twisting of the scenario allows for an alternative interpretation 

and as such, can exemplify how one may think out of the box and assume a more 

critical stance. Indeed, as queer theory works with questioning, challenging and 

changing gender and sexuality norms it becomes relevant in norm-critical pedagogy. 

According to Bromseth and Darj, queer theory in a classroom setting allows for 

critical thinking: a mode of thought where categories of people are not defined, but, 

rather, are open to interpretation and rendered visible (135). Critical literacy, 

according to Freire, is a process in which reality is uncovered, consciousness is 

promoted and critical intervention in life encouraged (qtd. in Bobkina and Stefanova 

683). Thus, a queer pedagogy consists of a problematisation of norms by posing new 

questions to things we take for granted (Bromseth and Darj 141). However, the 

advocate of conflict-oriented pedagogy, Kevin Kumashiro, explains that teacher 

candidates tend to want to learn what is comfortable, such as feeling empathy for 

others who deviate from the group. He asserts that they rarely want to challenge 

themselves and question their own privileged position. ‘Uncomfortable learning’ 

requires more in-depth insight and self- reflection for both teachers and students 

(Bromseth and Darj 142). According to Kumashiro, learning needs to be challenging, 
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disruptive and inconvenient in order for change to take place and allow each student 

to develop his or her critical thinking and knowledge (Bromseth and Darj 143). This 

is to be achieved by re-reading Jane Eyre in a way that may not always sympathise 

with feminist views.  

In other words, Jane Eyre—even if typically not considered a non-normative 

text—allows for students to engage with a popular classic novel that paradoxically 

allows for productive discussions with regards to the challenging of norms. In fact, 

adopting a norm-critical approach with regards to material selection implies making 

visible the normative beliefs that govern the teaching aids, since textbooks tend to 

present a very limited picture of reality (Bromseth and Darj 168). Kumashiro 

emphasizes however, that it is important to not simply add non-normative texts: such 

an approach will only reinforce the ‘original’ material as the norm in relation to ‘the 

other’, deviant material. As such, Jane Eyre is a good option so that students do not 

automatically deem it to be undesirable. A crip/ queer reading of Jane Eyre will allow 

students to read the novel in a different light that on the one hand may be more 

‘uncomfortable’, but on the other hand more inspiring, in that it gives more liberty to 

the reader and his/her interpretation. Similarly, Kumashiro argues that for freedom in 

knowledge to truly arise, one needs to instead engage in disruptive material (qtd. in 

Bromseth and Darj 168). He asserts that this may constitute of re-learning what has 

already been taught as the ‘truth’ whilst promoting the idea that knowledge is 

dynamic (Bromseth and Darj 169). However, since general education is based on 

norm-driven facts, a dilemma can arise in the selection of material: teachers need to 

find a balance between mediating knowledge to students concerned with current 

cultural heritage and at the same time the opportunity to challenge it (Bromseth and 

Darj 169). Indeed, Jane Eyre can address and satisfy the need for this balance. 

Ableism 

Theoretical Perspectives 
Disability issues in Jane Eyre may appear to be peripheral; however, it is my belief 

that their purpose in the narrative is to help establish a fresh and unconventional 

correlation between disability and queerness. To begin with, McRuer describes “crip 

theory” as the perspectives and practices in which “crip culture is coming out all over 
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”, in other words the way queerness and disability issues are explored by traditional 

cultural studies that evaluate how and for what reason these notions have been 

produced and naturalised, how they are ingrained in social and economic relations and 

how they can be altered (2-3). He argues that modern social structures and the 

inferiority linked to homosexuality and disability have urged him to investigate a 

more “flexible” heterosexual and able-bodied identity than any queer theory or 

inability study has ever fully recognised (3). I go one step further and claim that 

heteronormative epiphanies in Jane Eyre are not necessarily able-bodied ones. 

According to Davis, to have a disability is to be a part of the ‘Other’ (40). Davis 

declares that there is superfluous work on disabilities that centres on the disabled 

person as the item of investigation; however, he wishes to base his study on the 

construction of normalcy. Davis contends that to fully grasp the disabled body, the 

concept of the norm and normal body must be examined in a new light (23). Davis 

adopts this method since he believes that an individual with disabilities is not the 

‘problem’, rather it is the means in which normalcy has been created in order to 

produce the ‘problems’ of the disabled (23). Contrary to popular belief, the concept of 

the norm has not always existed: the social mechanisms of disabling began with 

industrialisation and ideologies associated with the concepts of race, gender, 

nationality, sexuality, criminality and so forth (Davis 24). Consequently, I have 

chosen to investigate the relation between disability, or, namely, the ‘Other’, and 

sexuality.  

The Treatment of Otherness in Jane Eyre 
Despite the fact that the plot of Jane Eyre principally revolves around romantic love, 

ableist beliefs are often exhibited. Davis maintains that even in novels that do not 

seem to be concerned with disabilities, the topic of normalcy is still fully employed 

(48). He argues that in virtually any novel, one can discover a type of evaluation of 

the body, an awareness of ‘difference’ pertaining to mental, physical or nationality 

aspects (Davis 48). Indeed, this is demonstrated in the final chapters of Jane Eyre. 

Jane returns to Thornfield and finds out that Bertha, Rochester’s wife, has set the 

house on fire. In the process, Rochester has lost his eye sight and right hand: “one saw 

that all to him was void darkness. He stretched his right hand (the left arm, the 
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mutilated one, he kept hidden in his bosom)” (Brontë 376). She later questions us: 

“and, reader, do you think I feared him in his blind ferocity? — if you do, you little 

know me. A soft hope blest with my sorrow that soon I should dare to drop a kiss on 

that brow of rock, and on those lips” and informs us a chapter later, in the very first 

sentence, “I married him” (Brontë 376, 382). It is clear that once Rochester is clear of 

his able-bodiedness, he suddenly becomes Jane’s equal and as such they join in 

matrimony. In the last passage, Rochester holds his newborn in his arms and “could 

see that the boy had inherited his own eyes, as they once were—large, brilliant and 

black” (Brontë 385). Hence, the heteronormative epiphany that ends the novel is yet 

again associated with this image of Rochester’s own non-able bodied epiphany. In this 

way, ‘normal’ sexuality seizes to coincide with able-bodiedness and thereby permits 

another, more pragmatic and optimistic interpretation of disability. In fact, Davis 

argues that, ultimately, characters with disabilities are repeatedly signified with 

ideological meaning, together with the instances of illness or catastrophes that modify 

such characters (49). Also, Davis asserts that, one of the duties for an evolving 

consciousness of disability issues is the endeavour then, to oppose the hegemony of 

the normal and to generate substitute means of reasoning about the abnormal (49), as 

this paper has attempted. Another instance where heteronormativity is not necessarily 

able-bodied in Jane Eyre occurs in Rochester’s first marriage to the ultimately crazy, 

hence disabled, Bertha. In addition, this coincides with McRuer’s contention that 

able-bodied heterosexuality is not always guaranteed: “compulsory heterosexuality is 

intertwined with compulsory able-bodiedness; both systems work to (re)produce the 

able body and heterosexuality. But precisely because these systems depend on queer/

disabled existence that can never quite be contained, able-bodied heterosexuality’s 

hegemony is always in danger of collapse” (31). Consequently, this illustrates how a 

discussion on hetero-norms and inability norms can be initiated in class in order to 

analyse the ways in which such norms are subverted in Jane Eyre. 

Norms pertaining to disabilities are, however, also adhered to in Jane Eyre. 

Davis evaluates the function of the novel to the reproduction of the ‘Other’: 

The novel’s goal is to reproduce, on some level, the semiologically 
normative signs surrounding the reader, that paradoxically help the 
reader to read those signs in the world as well as the text. Thus the 
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middleness of life […] the middleness of the normal body, the 
middleness of a sexually gendered […] is created in symbolic form and 
then reproduced symbolically. This normativity in narrative will by 
definition create the abnormal, the ‘Other’, the disabled, the native, the 
colonised subject and so on. (41-42) 

Precisely due to this middleness of life and sexuality, Bertha Mason, the estranged 

wife of Rochester, is created as the ‘Other’, the abnormal. Brontë adheres to ableist 

principles since she describes Bertha as “a big woman” with a “purple face”, “bloated 

features” and eyes like “red balls” which account for her character traits; namely, 

being “cunning” and a “lunatic” (Brontë 250, 251). Jane, on the other hand is “this 

young girl” with “clear eyes” which consequently allows for more positive personal 

qualities, that is, she is “grave and quiet” (Brontë 251). Hence, Bertha’s disability, in 

other words her madness, is automatically linked to her physical features and in this 

way Brontë has not problematised norms pertaining to disabilities. In fact, Davis 

claims that the majority of characters in novels are produced by ableist cultural beliefs 

of a normalised face and body that are instinctively associated to character traits (46). 

In addition to this, due to her disability, Bertha is kept in a separate space than that of 

the ‘normal’ characters. Thereby, also creating a subliminal separation in the readers’ 

mind that is a result of one’s mental and physical capacities. As such, in order to 

discourage discrimination in schools due to disability norms, an understanding and 

problematizing of the social structures and channels of communication that enable 

such behaviours becomes vital. 

Pedagogical reflections 
The interviews conducted by Skolverket (2009) demonstrate how even the few people 

with disabilities present in the study, are exempt from the “normal”, non-disabled 

community. Often the disabled pupils feel demeaned by other students, especially in 

activities where pupils are left without supervision from school staff (Skolverket 59). 

Therefore, requesting the students to not mistreat individuals with disabilities is futile; 

students need to start questioning their own behaviours and values as well as reflect 

on the implications of their actions. A possible alternative could therefore be that 

teachers cease to instruct students the ‘right’ way to behave, but rather problematize 

issues in novels that highlight these topics and through discussions try to elicit their 
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own stance. Thus, seeing as such discrimination is exceedingly prevalent in schools, a 

problematization of why our bodies and identities are considered as ‘normal’ or 

‘deviant’ by default, is necessary in order to understand the mechanisms behind such 

discrimination. Thus, Jane Eyre can potentially help bring up these issues without 

invoking the opposite effect or getting too personal. In fact, such an approach 

coincides with a norm-critical pedagogy: a focus on the processes in which norms 

create and maintain hierarchical difference (Bromseth and Darj 50). In this way, the 

emphasis is deflected from the ‘Other’, and directed towards how the ‘Other’ is 

created and our own role in these processes (Bromseth and Darj 50). 

Kumashiro explains that there are four different strategies implemented by 

educational institutions: education for the ‘Other’, education about the ‘Other’, 

education that is critical to pre-established privileges, and education that changes 

students and society (Bromseth and Darj 34). The difference between the strategies is 

the way in which power, identity and knowledge are understood (Bromseth and Darj 

34). In other words, the first two strategies fail to make visible the norms that create 

deviations, nor do they take a critical stance towards them. Therefore, Kumashiro 

believes one should strive to implement the last two, in attempts to make norms 

visible (Bromseth and Darj 34). As such, evaluating the relationship between 

heteronormativity and the ‘Other’ in Jane Eyre attempts to challenge both hetero-

norms and disability norms. Kumashiro adds that students must be norm-critical in 

order to understand how norms and power relations arise and thereby successfully 

change them (Bromseth and Darj 49). For this reason, Kumashiro considers that it is 

not sufficient to simply teach students that there are injustices; but also analyse the 

processes that produce them (Bromseth and Darj, 34). In fact, Bromseth claims that in 

her study of schools, “a silent ‘we’ was the starting point for [...] teaching in 

general” (Bromseth and Darj 28). If you are not part of the ‘we,’ it is very likely that 

you will be excluded or perceived in a stigmatizing way (Bromseth and Darj 30). By 

showing how narratives can help create and sustain this binary of ‘we’ and ‘Others’, 

students can become aware that the unfair treatment of people with disabilities stem 

from inbuilt ideologies where individuals fail to recognize how this division is a 

social construct.  
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The literary analyses can be utilized more concretely in classroom settings by 

the fusion of the reader-response approach and critical literacy pedagogy. Bobkina 

and Stefanova have incorporated the two methods into one, to create a unique model 

that supports “critical analysis of literary texts, active learning, and a learner-centered 

approach” (679). There are four stages to this method; however, I will not give a 

detailed account for each step but rather a general outline that each teacher can adopt 

to their own preferences. The four steps include: (1) Situated practice, which requires 

recalling of relevant knowledge with reader-response activities, (2) Overt Instruction, 

that calls for the understanding of the general meaning of the text as well as an 

analysis of the details (3) Critical framing, which is a teacher-orientated discussion to 

link language with its social context, and lastly (4) Transformed practice, where 

students produce their own texts (Bobkina and Stefanova 133). To exemplify, the 

discussions that take place in step 3 can be based on the literary analyses of this paper, 

as they instinctively adopt a norm-critical pedagogy due to their nature namely, 

challenging norms. This paper contends that an amalgamation of the three 

aforementioned didactical approaches can help develop students’ norm-critical 

thinking skills.  

Conclusion 

This paper has intended to show how the function of literature is multifaceted: it is not 

only a means to enhance English second language learning, but a creative way for 

students to evaluate their real-life social relations and behaviours. The fantasy world 

of the novel allows young adults to discern power structures at play; consequently, 

literary texts hold the possibility for students to reflect on the ideologies that are 

intrinsic in our culture, within a safe milieu. Indeed, while norm-critical pedagogy 

warns against the use of ‘uncustomary’ material to make heard the voices of those 

who deviate from the norm, the readings of a traditional novel such as Jane Eyre offer 

the possibility for both students and teachers to fearlessly reflect on gender issues, 

heteronormativity and ableism. Considering that discrimination due to sexuality, 

gender and disability, are a growing concern in Swedish schools, these perspectives 

continue to be highly relevant today, almost two centuries after the novel was written. 
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Moreover, a literary analysis of how norms are subverted and adhered to within the 

Victorian era in Jane Eyre allows students to reevaluate the narrative in a new light—

the essence of disruptive knowledge and critical thinking. This paper has drawn 

attention to how readings of Jane Eyre in light of queer and crip theory demonstrate 

how norms are both destabilised and supported in various ways: Jane possesses 

homosexual desires; heteronormative epiphanies are not necessarily able-bodied ones 

and the male-gaze is mainly performed by Jane. Since teachers cannot—and should 

not—mediate and instil in students their individual ideologies (due to the risk of bias), 

this paper contends that a reader-response approach, together with critical literacy 

methods and norm-critical pedagogy, provides teachers with the opportunity to guide 

and steer students towards students’ own understanding of gender, sexuality and 

ability norms and of the corresponding processes involved.  

This paper is purposely ambiguous with regards to the specific activities 

teachers are to implement, so as to give freedom and promote agency to each teacher 

that may wish to adapt the lesson within the framework they find most appropriate. 

Ultimately, this thesis advocates altruism, which can be a limitation in itself as it is 

almost impossible to change the moral codes of students that are constantly affected 

by external factors such as family environment, gangs, media and so on. Additionally, 

given the sensitive nature of these topics, the opposite effect might be observed in 

students that have experienced analogous traumatic ordeals and feel embarrassed and 

humiliated by class discussions. Thus, further work is needed on alternative ways in 

which English teachers can work with norms, within as well as outside of literature, in 

attempts to avert discriminatory behaviour.   
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